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Résumé : La présence potentielle d'espace de stockage dans les stations de bases de cellules
et de femto-cellules soulève la question suivante: Comment optimiser la performance au moyen
d'équilibrage de charge et de réplication de contenu lorsque des requêtes peuvent être envoyées
à plusieurs stations? Nous introduisons un problème d'optimisation formel pour répondre à cette
question et proposons un algorithme adaptatif pour la gestion dynamique de la réplication de
contenu et de l'allocation de requêtes. De manière cruciale notre mécanisme est basé sur un signal
de prix pour chaque serveur qui re�ète conjointement la disponibilité de contenu et de bande
passante. Nous prouvons que notre algorithme est optimal et stable dans un régime limite obtenu
en augmentant les taux d'arrivées de requêtes et le nombre de blocs par contenu. Nous proposons
une version simple à implementer de ce mécanisme d'allocation de requêtes, basée sur une mesure
de la charge et de la disponibilté des contenus. Nous montrons par des simulations la supériorité
de nos mécanismes sur des stratégies classiques basées uniquement sur la disponibilité de bande
passante ou de contenu.

Mots-clés : Réseaux cellulaires de mémoires caches, approximations �uids, stabilité au sens de
Lyapunov, caches LRU.



On the Interaction between Content Caching and Request

Assignment in Cellular Cache Networks

Abstract: The potential availability of storage space at cellular and femtocell base-stations
(BSs) raises the following question: How should one optimize performance through both load
balancing and content replication when requests can be sent to several such BSs? We formally
introduce an optimization model to address this question and propose an online algorithm for
dynamic caching and request assignment. Crucially our request assignment scheme is based on
a server price signal that jointly re�ects content and bandwidth availability. We prove that our
algorithm is optimal and stable in a limiting regime that is obtained by scaling the arrival
rates and content chunking. From an implementation standpoint, guided by the online algorithm
we design a light-weight scheme for request assignments that is based on load and cache-miss
cost signals; for cache replacements, we propose to use the popular LRU (Least Recently Used)
strategy. Through simulations, we exhibit the e�cacy of our joint-price based request assignment
strategy in comparison to the common practices of assigning requests purely based on either
bandwidth availability or content availability.

Key-words: Cellular cache networks, �uid approximations, Lyapunov stability, LRU caches.



Interaction between Content Caching and Request Assignments 3

1 Introduction

Mobile data tra�c is expected to increase by more than 57% annually to 24.3 exabytes per
month by 2019 [1]. This increase will likely result in durably congested wireless access at the
edge despite advances in radio technologies. Congestion is also anticipated at the core, driven
not only by mobile Internet access but also by the emergence of new cloud services and Machine-
to-Machine (M2M) communications.

Figure 1 � A cellular network with a dense deployment of heterogeneous base-stations (BS).

To alleviate congestion at the Internet edge, one promising approach is to target denser
deployments of wireless base-stations (BSs), such as cache enabled femtocells in addition to
existing cellular BSs [2, 3]. Such a scenario is depicted in Figure 1, where the alternating black
and gray horizontal sections represent regions that are within the range of distinct subset of
BSs. Thus, mobile users, depending on their respective locations, will be potentially connected
to several BSs from which content may be directly downloaded. In this context, BSs can be
heterogeneous in terms of bandwidth and memory capacities. For instance, a nearby femtocell
BS will provide more bandwidth than the heavily loaded cellular BS ; however, the chance of
�nding a desired content at the femtocell is lower due to its lower cache capacity.

Thus, both bandwidth and content availability critically a�ect �by which BS� and �with which
performance� incoming requests for contents can be served. In turn, content request assignment
strategies impact targeted BSs through both their bandwidth loads and cache contents as they
trigger cache update decisions. The goal of this paper is to understand this intricate interplay
between content request assignment strategies, bandwidth load, and cache management in cel-
lular cache networks. Speci�cally, we strive to determine routing mechanisms and associated
cache update rules that together achieve a target trade-o� between cache-miss probability and
bandwidth loads.

Related Work : The problem of caching at femtocell base stations or heterogeneous caches
has been recently studied in [2�4]. Authors in [3] address content placement at the femtocell
base stations to maximize the probability of cache hit. A similar setup, but with mobile users, is
studied in [2]. In both these works, request routing is purely based on content availability (so that
cache hits are maximized), while ignoring the bandwidth costs at the base stations. Further, the
authors focus on static content placement algorithms. For instance, in [3] the content placement
problem is formulated as that of maximizing a monotone submodular function under matroid
constraints ; a static greedy algorithm that is within a constant factor of the optimal is proposed.

Borst et al. in [5] address the problem of content placement and routing to optimize the total
bandwidth cost, but their formulation is limited to linear cost functions, in contrast to our work
where we allow for general convex costs. Moreover, the focus in [5] is again on designing static
algorithms. Similarly, there are other works in the literature addressing the problem of static
content placement so as to optimize some linear system cost [6�8].
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4 Naveen et al.

There is an extensive literature on online cache management algorithms and in particular on
LRU [9�11]. There is also an abundant literature on dynamic request routing [12, 13], but very
few works address the design of online algorithms for both routing and cache management, and
the interaction between the two.

Notable exceptions are the works on cache networks [14,15], which focus on stabilizing queues
of pending requests by joint management of bandwidth and caches. In contrast we instead focus
on loss-based models and on the objective of cost minimization rather than queue stabilization.

With a similar focus as ours, the authors in [16] study the problem of cache replication
and request forwarding in CDNs comprising distributed caches, e.g., household set-top boxes.
However, the objective is again limited to linear tra�c costs. Moreover, they focus on scenarios
with many servers with identical characteristics. This is in contrast with our work as we consider
a system with few potentially heterogeneous caches ; our limiting regime is instead obtained by
scaling the arrival rates and the chunk size. There are other work in the literature, e.g., [17,18],
where proportional placement strategies and matching algorithms for routing requests to content
available caches are studied. These di�er again from our present work by focusing on scenarios
with many identical servers.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We detail our system model in Section 2.
In Section 3 we describe an online algorithm for dynamic caching and request assignments, and
state our theoretical result on the algorithm's performance. Simulation results are presented in
Section 4. Proof of our main result is available in Appendix A.

2 System Model

Consider a system comprising a �nite collection of base-stations (BSs) S and locations L
where a location ` ∈ L can be thought of as representing the set of all physical locations within
the range of a subset of BSs. For instance, in Figure 1 the alternating black and grey shaded
horizontal segments represents di�erent locations. The interconnection between the BSs and the
locations can be represented using an adjacency matrix A, where A`s = 1 implies that location `
is within the range of BS s ; A`s = 0 otherwise. We assume a �nite set C of contents in the system
with the size of each content being one unit. We allow content chunking whereby a content can
be completely reconstructed using k independently coded packets of the content. Each BS s ∈ S
includes a cache that can store up to Ms units of contents (memory constraints). We allow the
BSs to store chunks of each content instead of complete copies. We assume that the chunks stored
at di�erent servers are always independent so that it only su�ces to download k chunks from
any subset of BSs to completely reconstruct the content.

Requests for content c arrive at location ` according to a Poisson process with rate λ(k)`c = kλ`c,
which can be thought as the aggregate rate for c from of all users stationed at `. The number
of chunks of content c, available at server s, restricts the rate at which s can serve incoming
requests for c (content-availability constraints). Content download requests, if accepted, result in
service at unit rate. In this sense we consider a loss model (in contrast to a queuing model).

The bandwidth availability at a BS s ∈ S is re�ected using a bandwidth-cost function, C(k)
s (r),

which represents the cost incurred by s for serving requests at a total rate of r. An example
bandwidth-cost function can be of the form

C(k)
s (r) = exp

{
a
(r −R(k)

s

k

)}
, (1)

the possible motivations for which are the following :

Inria



Interaction between Content Caching and Request Assignments 5

(M1) One motivation is to assume that R(k)
s = kRs is the recommended rate at which server s

is designed to operate ; C(k)
s (r) is then the price charged by s for serving at rate r. Thus, the

price remains low if the BS is underloaded (i.e., r < R
(k)
s ), while increasing exponentially

in r if the BS operates in the overloaded regime (r > R
(k)
s ).

(M2) A more formal motivation can be deduced in terms of incurred transmission costs :
Let C(k)

s (r) denote the transmission power required by BS s to achieve a transmission
rate of r units. Assume that BS s is at a �xed distance ds from all connected locations.

Then, we have the following (large SNR) relation [19] : r = W (k) log(
C(k)
s (r)d−ηs
N0

) where

W (k) = kW is the available bandwidth at BS s, η > 2 is the pathloss exponent, and N0 is
the receiver noise variance. Thus, C(k)

s (r) can now be expressed as in (1) with a = 1
W and

R
(k)
s = −kW log(N0d

η
s).

Note that the recommended rate, R(k)
s in (M1) and the available bandwidth W (k) in (M2) scale

with the arrival rates, λ(k)`c . We do not restrict ourselves to the example cost function in (1)

and consider general bandwidth-cost functions satisfying We assume that C(k)
s , k ≥ 1, can be

expressed as C(k)
s (r) = Cs(

r
k ), where Cs, s ∈ S, is strictly convex and increasing. We refer to the

above system as the k-th system.
To obtain a benchmark for performance comparison, we consider a system where the caching

and routing variables are relaxed to be reals. Let θsc ∈ [0, 1] denote the fraction of content c stored
at BS s, and krs`c the rate at which s serves requests for c from `. Then, the memory constraint
at BS s ∈ S is given by

∑
c θsc ≤ Ms. Next, since only a fraction θsc of a request for c can be

served by s, we have the following content availability (CA) constraints : krs`c ≤ A`skλ`cθsc,
s ∈ S, ` ∈ L, c ∈ C, where we have approximated the number of ongoing requests (of content c
at `) by the steady state arrival rate, kλ`c (assuming an average service time of one).

In order to obtain an unconstrained optimization formulation, we replace the above hard
memory and CA constraints with strictly convex and increasing penalty functions, Ĉs and Cs`c,
in the cost to be minimized (formulation directly involving the hard constraints is studied in
Appendix B). Ĉs(θ) denotes the cost of storing θ units of contents at BS s. For the CA constraint,
denoting x := krs`c − kλ`cθsc, Cs`c(xk ) represents the cost of respecting (x negative) the CA
constraint, or exceeding the constraint (x positive) by x units. Since the BSs are physically
constrained to always satisfy the CA constraints, a positive x represents the content cache-miss
rate from BS s for requests from ` for c. Thus, Cs`c(xk ) represents the cost incurred for fetching
the missed content rate from the main data center at the backend. Another possibility is to let
Cs`c(

x
k ) = bmax(xk , 0) for some b > 0, which can be interpreted as a cost of b per cache miss.

We now de�ne the total cost incurred as,

C({θsc}, {rs`c}) =
∑
s

Cs

(∑
`c

A`srs`c

)
+
∑
s

Ĉs

(∑
c

θsc

)
+
∑
s`c

A`sCs`c

(
rs`c − λ`cθsc

)
(2)

and propose the following optimization problem :
Total Cost (TC) :

Minimize : C({θsc}, {rs`c}) (3a)

Over : θsc ∈ [0, 1], s ∈ S, c ∈ C (3b)

rs`c ≥ 0, s ∈ S, ` ∈ L, c ∈ C (3c)

Subject to :
∑
s

A`srs`c = λ`c, ` ∈ L, c ∈ C. (3d)

The equality constraint (3d) is used to ensure that all incoming requests are handled by the BSs.
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6 Naveen et al.

In Section 3, we propose an online algorithm to solve this optimization problem. We show that
our algorithm converges to the optimal solution of (3) as the scale of the system in terms of
arrival rate and number of chunks per content (i.e., k) increases.

3 Online Algorithm

The main objective of this section is to propose an algorithm for assigning incoming requests
to BSs based on their current �prices� ; the key idea is that these prices re�ect both the load as
well as the content availability at the respective BSs (which is in contrast to the common practice
of assigning requests purely based on either load or content availability).

3.1 Cache Update and Request Assignment

Recall the k-th system described in Section 2, with arrival rates kλ`c of requests for c at `,
and k chunks per content. Let Θsc(t) denote the number of chunks of content c stored at BS s
at time t, and Gslc(t) the total number of chunks of content c served (possibly for more than
one request) from s to ` at time t. Thus, Θsc(t)/k is the fraction of content c stored at s at
time t, and Rslc(t) := Gslc(t)/k is the rate at which s serves requests for c from `. We refer to
Xk(t) := ({Θsc(t)}, {Rs`c(t)}) as the system state at time t. The chunk service times are i.i.d
(independent and identically distributed) exponential random variables with unit rate.

Cache Updates : Updating a BS's cache for a content involves either adding new chunks
or removing some existing chunks. In the k-th system, let kνsc denote the rate at which BS s
updates the cache for content c. Suppose BS s initiates a cache update for c at time t. Then, the
number of chunks that are added or removed is proportional to

∆Θsc(t) = −Qs(t) +
∑
`

A`sλ`cPs`c(t), (4)

where (using F ′ to denote the derivative of F ),

Qs(t) := Ĉ ′s

(∑
c

Θsc(t)

k

)
(5)

Ps`c(t) := C ′s`c

(Rs`c(t)
k

− λ`c
Θsc(t)

k

)
. (6)

Formally, Θsc(t) is updated as follows : Θsc(t
+) = Θsc(t) +[ε∆Θsc(t)], where t+ denotes the time

instant just after t, ε > 0 is a constant, and the notation [x] represents the integer closest to
x. We refer to Qs(t) and Ps`c(t), respectively, as the memory price and the content availability
(CA) price (w.r.t (`, c)) of BS s at time t.

Remark : For the sake of analysis, we assume that the caches are updated instantaneously
at the update instants, although in practice a small time is required to download new chunks
from a backend data center. We further assume that the backend data center always supplies
a new batch of independently coded chunks, so that it is possible to reconstruct a content by
downloading k chunks from any subset of BSs, without worrying about chunks being dependent.

Note that ∆Θsc(t) is simply the negative of the gradient (w.r.t θsc) of the cost function in
(2). Thus, our cache update strategy is essentially the gradient descent algorithm. The novelty
of our work appears next, where we propose a request assignment strategy that couples the
update instants of {Rs`c(t)} variables with the request arrival times. Further, incoming requests
are assigned to download chunks from a (state dependent) selected subset of BSs, thus always

Inria



Interaction between Content Caching and Request Assignments 7

increasing the current Rs`c(t) values of the selected BSs. This di�ers from the gradient descent
algorithm where, depending on the gradient, an update could also recommend decreasing the
value of some rate variables. We formally discuss our request assignment strategy next.

Request Assignments : Suppose a request for content c arrives at location ` at time t.
Then, the decision as to how many chunks should be downloaded from di�erent BSs is based on
the �prices� associated with the BSs connected to `. Formally, for each (`, c), we de�ne the price
of BS s (such that A`s = 1) at time t as,

Πs`c(t) = Ps(t) + Ps`c(t) (7)

where, Ps`c(t) is the CA price (recall (6)) and

Ps(t) := C ′s

(∑
`′c′

A`′s
Rs`′c′(t)

k

)
represents the bandwidth price of BS s.

Remark : Although the price depends on various caching and routing variables, its calculation
in practice can be based on, for instance, an estimate of the current load at a BS to compute its
bandwidth price ; The content availability price can be simpli�ed to re�ect the cost of fetching
the unavailable chunks from the backend data center. We will study the performance of such a
light-weight scheme in Section 4.

Now, given the BS prices, let S`c(t) denote the set of all minimum price BSs reachable from
`, i.e.,

S`c(t) = argmin
s

{
Πs`c(t) : A`s = 1

}
. (8)

Our request assignment strategy centers on downloading su�cient chunks of c from the BSs in
S`c(t) to construct the content at `. However, if there are an insu�cient number of chunks at
these BSs, signals in the form of dummy chunk assignments are issued to increase their CA price
and thus trigger future replication of content c chunks at these BSs. Formal details follow, where
we have chosen to distribute the dummy chunks equally among all the BSs in S`c(t) (see (9b)
and (9c)) ; however, it is important to note that any other dummy chunk assignment would work
equally well, as long as the total number of chunks allocated (actual+dummy) is k.

Let n denote the number of BSs in S`c(t) (i.e., n = |S`c(t)|). Now, arrange the BSs in S`c(t)
in any arbitrary order, for instance, e.g., in increasing order of the BS IDs (assuming that each
BS is given a unique integer ID). Suppose (s1, s2, · · · , sn) is such an arrangement, then BS si is
assigned to serve Γsi`c(t) = Γ

(1)
si`c

(t) + Γ
(2)
si`c

(t) chunks (actual+dummy, resp.) of content c, where
(using bxc to denote the largest integer smaller than x), for i = 1, · · · , n,

Γ
(1)
si`c

(t) = min
{
k −

i−1∑
j=1

Γ
(1)
sj`c

(t),Θsic(t)
}
, (9a)

Γ
(2)
si`c

(t) =

k −∑n
j=1 Γ

(1)
sj`c

(t)

n

 , i = 1, · · · , n− 1 (9b)

Γ
(2)
sn`c

(t) = k −
n∑
j=1

Γ
(1)
sj`c

(t)−
n−1∑
j=1

Γ
(2)
sj`c

(t). (9c)

No chunks are downloaded from the BSs not in S`c(t), i.e., we have Γs`c(t) = 0 for s /∈ S`c(t).

RR n° 8707



8 Naveen et al.

Thus, Γ
(1)
si`c

(t) is the actual number of chunks that si can serve, while
∑n
j=1 Γ

(2)
sj`c

(t) represents
the total number of chunks that are not present in the caches, i.e., results in cache misses.
Although, physically it is not possible for si to serve Γ

(2)
si`c

(t) number of additional chunks, we
proceed to allocate these as dummy chunks served by si. As mentioned earlier, the idea is to
increase the CA price Psi`c(t) (recall (6)), so that more chunks of c will be replicated by s during
its subsequent cache updates (see (4)). Practically, the dummy chunks are downloaded from the
backend data center.

Finally, the associated rate variables are updated according to the following expression :
Rs`c(t

+) = Rs`c(t) + Γs`c(t).

3.2 Theoretical Guarantees

Under the above cache update and request assignment strategy, the system can be modeled
as a CTMC (continuous Time Markov Chain) with system state Xk(t). Let X = ({Θsc}, {Rs`c})
denote a generic state, and let esc and es`c be unit vectors with the same dimension as X
consisting of all zeros except for one at positions Θsc and Rs`c, respectively. Then, the state
transitions are given by

X → X + [ε∆Θsc]esc with rate kνsc (10a)

X → X − 1

k
es`c with rate kRs`c (10b)

X → X +
∑

s:A`s=1

Γs`c
k
es`c with rate kλ`c, (10c)

where Γs`c is computed using (9a) and (9b), but with Xk(t) replaced by X. Transition (10a)
corresponds to the event of a cache update at s for c. Transition (10b) occurs when a chunk
completes its service (recall that the chunk service times are unit mean i.i.d exponentials). Finally,
(10c) represents the transition that occurs whenever a new request for c arrives at location `.

As the scaling parameter k → ∞, it can be shown that the scaled state process, Xk(t)/k,
converges almost surely to x(t) = ({θsc(t)}, {rs`c(t)}) on any �nite interval [0, T ], where x(t) is
the solution of the following ODE (ordinary di�erential equation) [20,21] :

.
θsc(t) = ενsc∆θsc(t) (11a)
.
rs`c(t) = −rs`c(t) + λ`cγs`c(t). (11b)

In the above expression, ∆θsc(t) is given by

∆θsc(t) = −qs(t) +
∑
`

A`sλ`cps`c(t), (12)

where qs(t) = Ĉ ′s(
∑
c θsc(t)), ps`c(t) = C ′s`c(rs`c(t)−λ`cθsc(t)), and γs`c(t) satis�es the following :

First de�ne the price of BS s (such that A`s = 1) as

πs`c(t) = ps(t) + ps`c(t), (13)

where ps(t) = C ′s(
∑
`′c′ A`′s′rs`′c′(t)) ; again, as in (8), de�ne S`c(t) as

S`c(t) = argmin
s

{
πs`c(t) : A`s = 1

}
, (14)

Inria



Interaction between Content Caching and Request Assignments 9

and arrange the n = |S`c(t)| BSs in S`c(t) as (s1, s2, · · · , sn) (following the same criterion as used
in the �nite system). Then, γsi`c(t) = γ

(1)
si`c

(t) + γ
(2)
si`c

(t) is given by, for i = 1, · · · , n,

γ
(1)
si`c

(t) = min
{

1−
i−1∑
j=1

γ
(1)
sj`c

(t), θsic(t)
}

(15a)

γ
(2)
si`c

(t) =
1−

∑n
j=1 γ

(1)
sj`c

(t)

n
. (15b)

For any s /∈ S`c(t), we have γs`c(t) = 0.
The following is the main result of this section.

Theorem 1. The dynamics x(t) = ({θsc(t), rs`c(t)}) described by the ODE in (11) converges
to the optimal point of the total cost minimization problem in (3). Thus, for large system size k,
our cache update and request assignment algorithm, described by the process ({Θsc(t), Rs`c(t)}),
operates close to the optimal point.

Outline. We �rst show that the stationary point, x∗ = ({θ∗sc}, {r∗s`c}), of the dynamics in (11) is
optimal for the TC problem in (3) : since all the cost functions are convex, the problem in (3)
is a convex optimization problem ; thus, to prove optimality, it su�ces to identify dual variables
that, along with ({θ∗sc}, {r∗s`c}), satisfy the KKT conditions. We prove convergence (stability)
using Lyapunov functions method. This is challenging because the usual procedure of using a
quadratic Lyapunov function (e.g., in [22, Chapter 3]) does not work in our case. This is because,
the rate dynamics, .rs`c, in (11b) are driven by the chunk assignment variables, γs`c, instead of
the cost gradients (∂C/∂rs`c). Hence, using the Lagrangian function (of the problem in (3)) along
with a quadratic term, we carefully construct a Lyapunov function that enables us to establish
the stability of x∗. Thus, our results can be of independent interest towards Lyapunov stability
analysis. Formal details of the proof are available in Appendix A.

4 Simulation Experiments

We �rst consider a simple setting comprising 2 locations and 3 BSs ; the content catalog size
is |C| = 10. After demonstrating the e�cacy of the joint-price based request assignment schemes
for this setting, we present results for a larger system.

We assume that BSs 1 and 3 are femtocells serving locations 1 and 2, respectively, while
BS 2 is a common cellular BS connected to both the locations. Thus, the requests arriving at
a location can be assigned either to the respective femtocell or to the cellular BS. The total
(unscaled) content request rate from each location is 1, i.e.,

∑
c λ`c = 1 for ` = 1, 2. The content

popularity at each location follows a Zipf distribution with parameter 0.8, i.e., the probability
that an incoming request is for the i-th most popular content is proportional to 1/i0.8. In order
to obtain a scenario where the same content can have di�erent popularities at di�erent locations,
we randomly shu�e the distributions for the two locations. The (unscaled) cache update rate of
each BS for each content is 1, i.e., νsc = 1.

The various costs (recall (2)) used in the simulations are as follows :
• Bandwidth cost : Cs(r) = exp(2(r − Rs)), where R1 = R3 = 0.5 and R2 = 0.1 ; thus, the
cellular BS is costlier than the femtocell BSs.
• Memory cost : Ĉs(θ) = exp(5(θ −Ms)) where M1 = M3 = 2 while M2 = 8 ; thus, the cellular
BS has more memory compared with the femtocells.
• Content availability (CA) cost : Cs`c(x) = exp(bx) ; we are particularly interested in studying
the e�ect of b on performance. A large value of b, which yields a steep cost function, results
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in a system where cache misses are costlier than bandwidth. Thus, b can be used to trade o�
bandwidth cost and cache-miss probability. We refer to b as the cache-miss exponent.

Performance of the online algorithm : In Figure 2 we �rst plot the optimal performance
curve, obtained by directly solving the problem in (3) for di�erent values of b (curve labeled
'Optimal'). As highlighted in the �gure, the penalty exponent b increases from left to right along
all the curves. Also shown in the �gure is the performance of the online algorithm, described
in Section 3, for a system with k = 10 chunks per content. Although the online algorithm is
proven to converge to the optimal performance as k → ∞, it is interesting to observe that its
performance is comparable with the optimal already for k = 10.

Before proceeding further, let us brie�y discuss the trade-o� curves. Note that, as b increases
the cache-miss probability improves, however at the expense of an increased bandwidth cost.
This is because, for a larger b, the cellular BS o�ers a lower price for the incoming requests as
it holds more contents. Thus, most of the requests are forwarded to the cellular BS, increasing
its (and the overall) bandwidth cost. In contrast, when b is small, bandwidth cost is the key
component in deciding the BSs' prices. Since femtocells are less expensive in this regard, more
requests are now forwarded to the femtocells, resulting in more cache misses as they only hold
few contents.

Drawbacks of the online algorithm : The implementation of the online algorithm however
requires the BSs to maintain routing variables in the form of number of chunks of each content
downloaded by requests from each location. This would require identifying each chunk with its
request's location, which is not possible in practice when the number of ongoing requests are
large. Further, estimates of the request arrival rates, λ`c, are required by the BSs to compute
their content availability prices. Finally, the cache update in the online algorithm is server-driven
requiring the BSs to update their caches regularly. This would result in unnecessary updates
whenever the request rate is less.

A light-weight signaling scheme : In view of the above drawbacks, we modify the online
algorithm to obtain a light-weight signaling scheme for request assignments. We refer to it as
the joint-price scheme since, as in the online algorithm, the request assignment here is based
jointly on the content and bandwidth availability. The bandwidth price, as before, remains to be
the same convex increase function of the current load on the BS ; thus, by using the congestion
signals from the BS, it is possible to estimate the bandwidth cost at a location. However, for
the content availability price, we now simply use the cost of fetching unavailable chunks if an
insu�cient number of chunks of the requested content is available at the BS. Formally, the content
availability price of BS s for request c (from any location) at time t is given by b(k −Θsc(t))/k,
where Θsc(t) is the number of chunks of content c at BS s at time t and b now actually represents
the cost of fetching the unavailable fraction of content c. Thus, as with the online algorithm, a
larger b implies that the cache misses are costly.

We use the above joint price signaling scheme in conjunction with the LRU (Least Recently
Used) cache eviction algorithm [9], which is a request driven cache management strategy. Under
LRU, cache replacements are initiated by incoming requests that do not �nd the desired content
in the cache (a cache-miss event). As a consequence, the least recently used content is removed
from the cache to free memory for storing the new content. Since we deal with contents at the
chunk level, we have implemented a variation of LRU, referred to as the CLRU (Chunk LRU)
strategy. In CLRU, the incoming request at a cache for m chunks of a content triggers the
relocation of such m chunks to the head of the cache queue to be served. The placement of extra
cached chunks at the cache (i.e., if more than m chunks are cached) remain unchanged. In the
opposite case, if chunks are missing (i.e., if less than the requested m chunks are cached) and
the cache is full, new chunks of the content are downloaded and placed at the head of the queue
by removing least recently used chunks at the tail of the queue.
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Figure 2 � Performance curves.

Performance of joint-price scheme : In Figure 2 we have depicted the performance of
the joint-price signaling scheme. Also shown in the �gure are the performance of two heuristic
policies (commonly used in practice) where the request assignment is purely based on bandwidth
availability or content availability signals (points 'Load-only Signaling' and 'Content-only Sig-
naling', respectively). The joint-price scheme provides a favorable trade o� between bandwidth
cost and cache-miss probability, encompassing the heuristic policies as its extreme end points.

Although the joint-price scheme su�ers some degradation in performance when compared
with the online algorithm, it is useful to emphasize that the simplicity of the former scheme
would render it more favorite than the latter when it comes to considerations for practical
implementation. Moreover, the performance degradation is less for low to moderate values of
cache-miss cost b, which is typically the case in practice.

Large network : Motivated by the observations made in the previous section, we proceed to
study the performance of the joint-price scheme for large networks. We now consider a content
catalog of size 1000. The number of locations are increased to 10. It will be useful to think of a
location ` ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 10} as the segment [0, `] on the real line (recall Figure 1 for illustration). A
cellular base station is located at the center (i.e., at 5) so that, as in the earlier case, it can cover
all the locations. However, we now increase the number of (small-size) femtocells to 9, which are
located at positions 1, 2, · · · , 9 ; each small-size femtocell has a range of 1. Thus, each location
(except the end locations) is served by two adjacent femtocells. To model the heterogeneity in
the femtocell base stations, we introduce 5 moderate-size femtocells. The moderate femtocells
have a larger range of 2 and are located at 3, 4, · · · , 7. Note that, the inner locations are covered
by more femtocells (small+moderate) than the outer ones.

Small-size femtocells have smaller caches (of size 10) compared to moderate-size femtocells
(whose cache capacity is 100), and the latter's capacity is smaller than the cellular BS which can
store up toMs = 800 contents. Bandwidth cost increases as we move from the small to moderate
femtocell and to cellular BS ; recalling the cost functions from the previous section, the respective
values of Rs are 5, 2.5 and 1.
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Figure 3 � Performance of the light-weight schemes for a large network.

In Figure 3 we �rst plot the performance achieved by the joint-price signaling scheme along
with the performance of the two heuristic schemes. Again, we observe that the joint-price scheme
can achieve a large range of performance values, which is in contrast to the heuristic schemes
whose performance is �xed at either optimizing bandwidth cost or cache-miss probability, without
regarding for the other metric.

In the thus far implemented joint-price schemes, we have been assigning requests to download
chunks strictly from the set of min-priced servers. We now relax this strict consideration by
regarding any BS, whose price is within a tolerance value of τ from the minimum price, as eligible
to serve chunks for an incoming request (provided as before the eligible BSs are connected to the
request's location) ; chunks are however downloaded by sorting the eligible BSs in the increasing
order of their prices. In Figure 3 we have depicted the performance of the joint-price scheme for
di�erent values of τ , where the earlier strict min-price approach now corresponds to τ = 0 ; the
case where all connected BSs (irrespective of their prices) are eligible corresponds to τ =∞.

We observe that as τ increases the trade-o� curves shift downwards, implying that it is
possible to achieve a lower cache-miss probability for a given target bandwidth cost. However,
the range of trade-o� that is possible reduces as τ increases. For instance, using τ = 100 it is
not possible to reduce the bandwidth cost to less than 40 ; In fact, τ = ∞ case achieves the
lowest cache-miss probability, however at the expense of being constrained to operate at a higher
range of bandwidth cost. This shift in performance is because, as τ increases, more BSs become
eligible to serve a request so that the cache-miss probability decreases ; however, more BSs are
now loaded, resulting in a bandwidth scarce system. Thus, further trade-o� in performance can
be achieved by suitably choosing the value of τ .

In summary, the joint-price scheme, in conjunction with the CLRU policy for cache manage-
ment, can be a practical candidate for request assignments in futuristic cellular networks where a
dense deployment of heterogeneous femtocell base-stations are expected. The cache-miss cost b,
along with the tolerance value τ , can be used to serve as �tunable knobs� to trade-o� one metric
for the other.
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5 Conclusion

We proposed an optimization framework to study the problem of cost minimization in cellular
cache networks. Towards this direction, we proposed an online algorithm for caching and request
assignments which is shown to be optimal and stable in a limiting regime that is obtained by
scaling the arrival rates and the content chunking. Based on the online algorithm, we proposed
a light-weight joint-price scheme for request assignment that can be used in conjunction with
the LRU cache management strategy. Through simulations we found that our joint-price based
request assignment strategy outperforms the common practices of routing purely based on either
load or content availability. Our proposed joint-price routing mechanisms are thus an appealing
candidate combining sound theoretical guarantees with good experimental performance while
being simple to implement.
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A Proof of Theorem 1

Let x∗ = ({θ∗sc}, {r∗s`c}) be a stationary point of the ODE in (11). Then, ({θ∗sc}, {r∗s`c})
satis�es

q∗s =
∑
`

A`sλ`cp
∗
s`c (16)

r∗s`c = λ`cγ
∗
s`c, (17)

where q∗s = Ĉ ′s(
∑
c θ
∗
sc), p

∗
s`c = C ′s`c(r

∗
s`c − λ`cθ∗sc), and γ∗s`c is obtained as in Section 3.2 by �rst

de�ning π∗s`c and S∗`c (recall (13) and (14), respectively), but with ({θsc(t)}, {rs`c(t)}) replaced
by ({θ∗sc}, {r∗s`c}) ; then, arranging the n = |S∗`c| BSs in S∗`c as (s1, s2, · · · , sn), we compute γ∗si`c
using (15). Note that, since,

∑
sA`sγ

∗
s`c = 1, from (17) we have∑
s

A`sr
∗
s`c = λ`c. (18)

Proof of Optimality. Recalling the total cost in (2), the Lagrangian of the problem in (3) can be
written as

L = L({θsc}, {rs`c}, {βs`c}, {δ`c}) (19)

= C({θsc}, {rs`c})−
∑
s`c

A`sβs`crs`c

+
∑
`c

δ`c

(
λ`c −

∑
s

A`srs`c

)
, (20)

where {βs`c} and {δ`c} are the dual variables associated with the constraints (3c) and (3d),
respectively. For convenience, de�ne ps := C ′s(

∑
`cA`srs`c), qs := Ĉ ′s(

∑
c θsc), and ps`c :=
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Symbol Description

Ms Cache capacity of BS s
ps Bandwidth price ; ps = C ′s(

∑
`cA`srs`c)

ps`c CA price ; ps`c = C ′s`c(rs`c − λ`cθsc)
qs Memory price ; qs = Ĉ ′s(

∑
c θsc)

rs`c Rate at which BS s serves requests for content c from location `
gs Total service rate of s : gs =

∑
`cA`srs`c

ε∆θsc Fraction of chunks updated : ε > 0 and ∆θsc = −qs +
∑
`A`sλ`cps`c

γs`c Fraction of chunks of content c for c
λ`c Request arrival rate for c at `
νsc Rate at which s updates its cache for c
φ`c Min price : φ`c = min{πs`c : A`s = 1}
πs`c BS price : πs`c = ps + ps`c
θsc Fraction of content c stored at BS s

Table 1 � Glossary of symbols.

C ′s`c(rs`c − λ`cθsc). Then, the KKT conditions are given by, for all s ∈ S, ` ∈ L, c ∈ C (such
that A`s = 1),

qs −
∑
`

A`sλ`cps`c = 0 (21)

ps + ps`c − βs`c − δ`c = 0 (22)

along with the primal feasibility ((3b) to (3d)), dual feasibility (βs`c ≥ 0), and the complementary
slackness conditions (βs`crs`c = 0).

Recalling (16), we see that ({θ∗sc}, {r∗s`c}) immediately satis�es (21). Next, de�ne β∗s`c and δ
∗
`c

as follows : δ∗`c := mins{π∗s`c : A`s = 1} and β∗s`c := π∗s`c − δ∗`c. Thus, we have

β∗s`c + δ∗`c = π∗s`c = p∗s + p∗s`c. (23)

It is easy to check that (22) is satis�ed. Further, for s ∈ S∗`c we have β∗s`c = 0, so that the slackness
condition β∗s`cr

∗
s`c = 0 is met. Similarly, the slackness condition is also satis�ed for s /∈ S∗`c since

then γ∗s`c = 0 =⇒ r∗s`c = 0 (recall (17)).
Thus, we have exhibited dual variables, ({β∗s`c}, {δ∗`c}), that, along with ({θ∗sc}, {r∗s`c}), sat-

is�es the KKT conditions. Since the problem in (3) is convex, it follows that ({θ∗sc}, {r∗s`c}) is
optimal.

Proof of Convergence. Consider the following Lyapunov function :

V (x(t)) = L∗(x(t)) + S(x(t)) (24)

where, L∗(x(t)) := L(x(t), {β∗s`c}, {δ∗`c}) is the Lagrangian function in (19) evaluated at the dual
optimal, and S(x(t)) is a quadratic term, S(x(t)) :=

∑
sc

1
2ενsc

(θsc(t)− θ∗sc)2. To prove that the
stationary point x∗ = ({θ∗sc}, {r∗s`c}) is globally asymptotic stable, it su�ces to ensure that our
candidate Lypunov function V satis�es the conditions in [23, Theorem 4.2] (

.
F denotes the time

derivative of a function F ) : (i) V (x∗) < V (x(t)), for all x(t) 6= x∗, (ii) ‖ x(t) ‖→ ∞ =⇒
V (x(t))→∞, and (iii)

.
V (x(t)) < 0, for all x(t) 6= x∗.

Since all the cost functions (Cs, Ĉs, and Cs`c) are strictly convex and increasing, it follows
that x∗ is the unique minimizer of L∗. Thus, L∗ along with the quadratic term S easily ensures
(i) and (ii). The challenging part is to show (iii), which is the remainder of the proof.
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For simplicity, from here on we will drop the time variable t from our notation. Thus, taking
the time derivative of L∗ and rearranging, we obtain

.
L∗(x) =

∑
s`c

A`s
.
rs`c(ps + ps`c − β∗s`c − δ∗s`c)

+
∑
sc

.
θsc(qs −

∑
`

A`sλ`cps`c). (25)

From (11a) we see that the second term is non-positive ; further, using (11b) and (23) the above
expression can be simpli�ed to obtain

.
L∗(x) ≤

∑
s`c

A`s(−rs`c + λ`cγs`c)(ps − p∗s + ps`c − p∗s`c). (26)

For simplicity, de�ne gs :=
∑
`cA`srs`c (similarly de�ne g∗s ). Then, since ps = C ′s(gs) is increasing

in gs, we can write (ps − p∗s)(gs − g∗s ) ≥ 0, or equivalently

(ps − p∗s)gs ≥ (ps − p∗s)g∗s , (27)

with equality if and only if (i�) gs = g∗s . Similarly, ps`c is increasing in its argument (rs`c−λ`cθsc),
so that we have

(ps`c − p∗s`c)(rs`c − λ`cθsc) ≥ (ps`c − p∗s`c)(r∗s`c − λ`cθ∗sc). (28)

Using (27) and (28) in (26), and simplifying yields

.
L∗(x) ≤

∑
s`c

A`s(−r∗s`c + λ`cγs`c)(πs`c − π∗s`c) + T (29)

with equality i� x = x∗, where T is given by

T =
∑
s`c

A`s(ps`c − p∗s`c)(λ`cθ∗sc − λ`cθsc)

=
∑
sc

(θ∗sc − θsc)
(∑

`

A`sλ`c(ps`c − p∗s`c)
)

o
=

∑
sc

(θ∗sc − θsc)(qs + ∆θsc − q∗s )

=
∑
s

(qs − q∗s )
(∑

c

(θ∗sc − θsc)
)

+
∑
sc

(θ∗sc − θsc)∆θsc

∗
≤

∑
sc

(θ∗sc − θsc)∆θsc. (30)

In the above expression, o is obtained by using (12) and (16), and ∗ is because qs = Ĉs(
∑
c θsc)

is increasing in its argument so that we have an inequality similar to (27). Now, combining (29)
and (30) along with

.
S(x) =

∑
sc(θsc − θ∗sc)∆θsc, we obtain,

.
V (x) ≤

∑
s`c

A`s(−r∗s`c + λ`cγs`c)(πs`c − π∗s`c), (31)

with equality i� x = x∗.
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De�ne, φ`c := mins{πs`c : A`s = 1} (similarly de�ne φ∗`c). Now, since our chunk assignment
policy is such that γs`c > 0 implies πs`c = φ`c, it follows that,

πs`c(λ`cγs`c − r∗s`c) ≤ φ`c(λ`cγs`c − r∗s`c),∀s.

Similarly, since r∗s`c > 0 implies π∗s`c = φ∗`c, we have,

π∗s`c(r
∗
s`c − λ`cγs`c) ≤ φ∗`c(r∗s`c − λ`cγs`c),∀s.

Thus, (31) becomes,

.
V (x) ≤

∑
`c

(φ`c − φ∗`c)
∑
s

A`s(λ`cγs`c − r∗s`c), (32)

with equality i� x = x∗. Finally, the proof is complete by noting that
∑
sA`sλ`cγs`c =

∑
sA`sr

∗
s`c =

λ`c (recall (15) and (18)).

B Formulation with Hard Constraints

The total cost minimization problem in (3) includes the memory and the content availabil-
ity constraints using respective penalty functions. In this section we propose a bandwidth cost
minimization problem where these constraints are directly included as follows :
Bandwidth Cost (BC) :

Minimize :
∑
s

Cs

(∑
`c

A`srs`c

)
(33a)

Over : θsc ∈ [0, 1], s ∈ S, c ∈ C (33b)

rs`c ≥ 0, s ∈ S, ` ∈ L, c ∈ C (33c)

Subject to :
∑
c

θsc ≤Ms, s ∈ S (33d)

rs`c ≤ A`sλ`cθsc, s ∈ S, ` ∈ L, c ∈ C (33e)∑
s

A`srs`c = λ`c, ` ∈ L, c ∈ C. (33f)

Expressions (33d) and (33e) represent the memory and the content availability constraints, re-
spectively. As in (3), the equality constraint (33f) is used to ensure that all incoming requests
are handled by the BSs. Throughout this work we assume that the above problem is feasible.

Using a primal-dual update algorithm, we design an analogue of the cache replacement and
request assignment strategy developed in Section 3. We again prove the optimality and stability
of the proposed algorithm.

B.1 Primal-Dual Updates

For simplicity we reuse the same notation introduced in the previous section. Thus, Θsc(t)
denotes the number of chunks of content c stored at s, and Rs`c(t) is the rate at which s is
serving requests for c from `. We refer to ({Θsc(t)}, {Rs`c(t)}) as the primal variables. Ad-
ditionally, we introduce dual variables (to be de�ned shortly) Qs(t) and Ps`c(t) correspond-
ing to the memory and bottleneck constraints, respectively. These dual variables are analo-
gous to the memory and content availability prices ((5) and (6), respectively) used in the pre-
vious section. The total system state is now comprised of both primal and dual variables :
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Xk(t) = ({Θsc(t)}, {Rs`c(t)}, {Qs(t)}, {Ps`c(t)}). Note that, as before we are assuming that each
content can be constructed by downloading k chunks from di�erent BSs. Again, the chunk service
times are i.i.d exponential random variables of mean one.

Dual Updates : The dual variable Qs(t) associated with the memory constraint is updated
at rate kζs. Suppose BS s chooses to update Qs(t) at time t, then the amount of change is given
by

∆Qs(t) =
(∑

c Θsc(t)

k
−Ms

)+
Qs(t)

(34)

where (borrowing notation from [22])

(y)+x =

{
y, if x > 0
max{y, 0}, if x = 0.

We thus have the following update : Qs(t+) = Qs(t) + ∆Qs(t).
We see that Qs(t) associated with BS s increases or decreases, respectively, depending on

whether the memory constraint Ms is exceeded or not ; however, if Qs(t) = 0 then there is
no further change until the constraint is exceeded again. Later we will see that such an update
reduces replication whenever the constraint is exceeded and increases replication otherwise, while
ensuring that complementary slackness is respected.

The other dual variable, Ps`c(t), is similarly updated at a rate kξs`c, with the amount of
change at time t given by

∆Ps`c(t) =
(
λ`c

Γs`c(t)

k
− λ`c

Θsc(t)

k

)+
Ps`c(t)

(35)

where Γs`c(t) is computed exactly as in Section 3.1 : First we de�ne the set of minimum price
BSs as S`c(t) = arg mins{Ps(t) + Ps`c(t) : A`s = 1}. Then, Γs`c(t) is obtained using (9), but
with the memory and CA prices in (5) and (6) now replaced by the corresponding dual variables,
Qs(t) and Ps`c(t), respectively.

Primal Updates : The update of the primal variables is similar to the update of Θsc(t) and
Rs`c(t) in Section 3.1, again with the exception that the memory and CA prices in (5) and (6)
are replaced by the corresponding dual variables, Qs(t) and Ps`c(t), respectively.

B.2 Theoretical Guarantees

It is possible to show that the rescaled state process Xk(t)/k converges almost surely as
k →∞, on �nite intervals of time, to x(t) = ({θsc(t)}, {rs`c(t)}, {qs(t)}, {ps`c(t)}) satisfying the
following : for all s, ` (such that A`s = 1) c,

.
qs(t) = ζs

(∑
c

θsc(t)−Ms

)+
qs(t)

(36a)

.
ps`c(t) = ξs`c

(
λ`cγs`c(t)− λ`cθsc(t)

)+
ps`c(t)

(36b)

.
θsc(t) = ενsc

(
− qs(t) +

∑
`

A`sλ`cps`c(t)
)

(36c)

.
rs`c(t) = −rs`c(t) + λ`cγs`c(t), (36d)

where γs`c(t) are de�ned exactly as in Section 3.2, except that the memory and the bottleneck
prices are now replaced by the corresponding dual variables, qs(t) and ps`c(t).
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Theorem 2. The dynamics x(t) described by the ODE in (36) converges to the optimal point of
the bandwidth cost minimization problem in (33). Thus, for large system size k, our primal-dual
update algorithm, described by the process Xk(t), operates close to the optimal point.

Proof. Let x∗ = ({θ∗sc}, {r∗s`c}, {q∗s}, {p∗s`c}) be a stationary point of the above system of ODE.
Note that, x∗ satis�es

q∗s

(∑
c

θ∗sc −Ms

)
= 0 (37a)

p∗s`c

(
λ`cγ

∗
s`c − λ`cθ∗sc

)
= 0 (37b)

−q∗s +
∑
`

A`sp
∗
s`c = 0 (37c)

−r∗s`c + λ`cγ
∗
s`c = 0. (37d)

Proof of Optimality : The Lagrangian of the problem in (33) is given by

L = L({θsc}, {rs`c}, {qs}, {ps`c}, {βs`c}, {δ`c}) (38)

=
∑
s

Cs

(∑
`c

A`srs`c

)
+
∑
s

qs

(∑
c

θsc −Ms

)
+
∑
s`c

A`sps`c

(
rs`c − λ`cθsc

)
−
∑
s`c

A`sβs`crs`c

+
∑
`c

δ`c

(
λ`c −

∑
s

A`srs`c

)
, (39)

As in the optimality proof of Theorem 1, let us de�ne β∗s`c and δ
∗
`c, the dual variables associated

with constraints (33c) and (33f), as follows : δ∗`c = mins{π∗s`c : A`s = 1} and β∗s`c = π∗s`c − δ∗`c.
Thus, we have

β∗s`c + δ∗`c = π∗s`c = p∗s + p∗s`c (40)

where, p∗s = C ′s(
∑
`cA`sr

∗
s`c). With the above de�nition the slackness condition, β∗s`cr

∗
s`c = 0, is

satis�ed : since r∗s`c > 0 implies γ∗s`c > 0 (see (37d)) which means that s is a minimum price BS,
so that we have π∗s`c = δ∗`c, and hence β∗s`c = 0.

Let {q∗s} and {p∗s`c} be the dual variables associated with the memory and the content avail-
ability constraints in (33d) and (33e), respectively. From (37a) note that q∗s already satis�es the
slackness condition. Using (37d) in (37b), we similarly see that p∗s`c also satis�es the slackness
condition.

Finally, the proof is complete by observing that ({θ∗sc}, {r∗s`c}) along with the dual variables
({q∗s}, {p∗s`c}, {β∗s`c}, {δ∗`c}) satis�es the remaining KKT conditions.
Proof of Convergence : We neglect the time variable t from our notation as before. Recalling
that x = ({θsc}, {rs`c}, {qs}, {ps`c}), consider the following Lyapunov function :

V (x) = L∗(x) + S(x) (41)

where,

L∗(x) = L({θsc}, {rs`c}, {q∗s}, {p∗s`c}, {β∗s`c}, {δ∗`c}) (42)

S(x) =
∑
sc

1

2ενsc
(θsc − θ∗sc)2 +

∑
s

1

2ζs
(qs − q∗s )2
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+
∑
s`c

1

2ξs`c
A`s(ps`c − p∗s`c)2. (43)

Thus, we are using the Lagrangian function (evaluated at the dual optimal) along with quadratic
terms as our candidate Lyapunov function. As in the convergence proof of Theorem 1, the
proposed Lyapunov function easily satis�es conditions (i) and (ii) from [23, Theorem 4.2] ; the
challenge remains in proving condition (iii).

First, the time derivative of L∗ can be bounded as follows :

.
L∗(x) =

∑
s`c

A`s
.
rs`c

(
ps + p∗s`c − β∗s`c − δ∗`c

)
+
∑
sc

.
θsc

(
q∗s −

∑
`

A`sp
∗
s`c

)
. (44)

Recalling (36d), (37c) and (40), the above expression can be simpli�ed to obtain

.
L∗(x) =

∑
s`c

A`s(−rs`c + λ`cγs`c)(ps − p∗s). (45)

As in the convergence proof of Theorem 1, de�ning gs :=
∑
`cA`crs`c, we have (since ps = C ′s(gs)

is strictly increasing ; recall (27))

(ps − p∗s)gs ≥ (ps − p∗s)g∗s ,

with equality i� gs = g∗s . Using the above in (45) and rearranging we obtain

.
L∗(x) ≤

∑
s`c

A`s(ps − p∗s)
(
λ`cγs`c − r∗s`c

)
, (46)

with equality i� x = x∗.
Next, consider the quadratic term S(x). Its time derivative is given by

.
S(x) =

∑
sc

1

ενsc
(θsc − θ∗sc)

.
θsc +

∑
s

1

ζs
(qs − q∗s )

.
qs

+
∑
s`c

1

ξs`c
A`s(ps`c − p∗s`c)

.
ps`c

= T1 + T2 + T3, (47)

where T1, T2 and T3 are the respective terms in the RHS of the above expression. T2 can be
bounded as follows :

T2 =
∑
s

1

ζs
(qs − q∗s )

.
qs

=
∑
s

(qs − q∗s )
(∑

c

θsc −Ms

)+
qs

≤
∑
s

(qs − q∗s )
(∑

c

θsc −Ms

)
=

∑
s

(qs − q∗s )
(∑

c

θsc −
∑
c

θ∗sc

)
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+
∑
s

(qs − q∗s )
(∑

c

θ∗sc −Ms

)
≤

∑
s

(qs − q∗s )
(∑

c

θsc −
∑
c

θ∗sc

)
. (48)

Similarly, T3 can be bounded as

T3 ≤
∑
s`c

A`s(ps`c − p∗s`c)
(
λ`cγs`c − λ`cθsc

− λ`cγ∗s`c + λ`cθ
∗
sc

)
. (49)

Using (48) and (49) in (47), and rearranging, we obtain :

.
S(x) ≤

∑
s`c

A`s(ps`c − p∗s`c)(λ`cγs`c − λ`cγ∗s`c)

+
∑
sc

(θsc − θ∗sc)
( .θsc
ενsc

+ qs − q∗s +
∑
l

A`sλ`c(p
∗
s`c − ps`c)

)

The second term in the RHS of the above expression is 0 ; to see this, substitute for
.
θsc from

(36c), and then use the fact that the stationary point satis�es q∗s =
∑
lA`sλ`cp

∗
s`c. Further, using

(37d), we have

.
S(x) ≤

∑
s`c

A`s(ps`c − p∗s`c)(λ`cγs`c − r∗s`c). (50)

Combining (46) and (50) we can write (recall that πs`c = ps + ps`c)

.
V (x) ≤

∑
s`c

A`s(πs`c − π∗s`c)(λ`cγs`c − r∗s`c),

with equality i� x = x∗. The proof is complete by recalling the argument following (31) in the
proof of Theorem 1.
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